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Abstract

A dynamical algebra Aq, englobing many of the deformed harmonic oscillator algebras is

introduced. One of its special cases is extensively developed. A general method for constructing

coherent states related to any algebra of the type Aq is discussed. The construction following

this method is carried out for the special case.
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1 Introduction

The construction of coherent states (C.S) is based, following Klauder[Klauder (1963)], on three

conditions:

a. Normalisability;

b. Continuity;

c. Resolution of the unity operator;

Many attempts have been made to build out different families of C.S., the general approach

followed by most of the authors on this subject is to design special functions generalizing the

exponential function. The conventional bosonic C.S are indeed obtained by involving the expo-

nential function which satisfies the equation — = f(z). These states are, of course, eigenstates

of the annihilation operator. In the framework of the deformed lie algebras and groups, the

question then, is how can one define C.S corresponding to physical systems having such partic-

ular groups of symmetry. Many authors followed the same approach to construct C.S related to

deformed harmonic oscillators. The main difficulty which arises is to find a suitable resolution

of unity. In fact, the first two conditions; normalisability and continuity, are trivial. The au-

thors were interested thus in discussing, in a not systematical fashion, how to put the equation

allowing the obtention of the conventional exponential function in a convenient form. Some

approaches are based on some sort of an equation involving, in addition to the complex variable

z, a complex parameter q; this latter is nothing but the one used to introduce the deformed har-

monic oscillator; — ' = f(q,qz)[Penson (1999)]. In other cases, one acts on the definition of
Q/Z

the derivation operator: -^— = f(z) [Perelomov (1996)].
dz

In this paper we try to give a new expression of the deformed exponential function allowing

the construction of the C.S without changing the notion of derivation. The so obtained C.S

will correspond to a q-deformed oscillator that could be considered as the most general one.

Particular attention is going to be paid to the discussion of the cases when q is generic and also

when it is a phase. We will demonstrate that the construction of the C.S is largely defined for

q being a phase.

This paper is organized as follows: In the first section we introduce an algebra Aq, that seems

to englobe many of the q-deformed harmonic oscillator algebras. This algebra is a deformation of

the algebra treated in [Gazeau (1996)].Particular attention will be paid to a special q-deformed

algebra, that appears as a particular case of the algebra Ag.

The second section, is devoted to the construction of C.S for the algebra Aq. The major

difficulties related to this approach will be discussed. These difficulties will be overcome for the

special case and then the construction achieved.



2 Deformed Harmonic Oscillator

2.1 Preleminary

This section concerns the description of the harmonic oscillator algebra seen in its general form.

It is given through the one introduced in [Gazeau (1996)] A, which is freely generated by the

triplet {/, a, a+}, and we have the following commutation relations:

[a,A] = A'o (1)

where A = a+a, and A' an operator that seems to be the derivative of the operator A. Indeed

the term derivative used in this context, can be justified by considering an operator f(N) (a

given function on the number operator) appearing in the literature of the oscillator algebra. To

substantiate this idea let us consider the Fock representation of a statistical system, then the

action of A'can be seen as f(N + 1) - f(N) which can be seen as a formal derivative of the

operator A = f(N). We recall that by considering the Fock representation of the algebra (1),

many realizations can be obtained, we introduce one of them as follows:

(2)

The spectrum of A forming a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers; (1) is the q-

oscillator algebra when the sequence is the set of q-deformed natural numbers [Gazeau (1996)];

by considering the Fibonnacci sequence the same authors have also obtained a new type of

quantum algebras.

Let us now discuss promptly how to obtain the ordinary cases from A, by means of an

adequate choice of the function 6n:

• i) By putting Sn = n, we obtain the usual bosonic harmonic oscillator:

a+a = N and aa+ = N + I

we have then:

[a, a+] = I = A' = {N + I)- {N) (3)

and the higher order derivatives of A cancels out.



ii) the standard q-deformation of the harmonic oscillator [Arik (1976)]:

aa+ — qa+a = I (4)

is obtained by putting:

• in) the case that is of interest for us in this paper is [Mansour (1999)]:

aa+ — qa+a = q~ (6)

is obtained through:
n _ -n

Sn = ^ ~ (7)
q-q-1

In what follows we shall present a new and more general form of the dynamical algebra A

(the generalization here is in the sense of deformation).

2.2 Deformed Dynamical Algebra

As for A, we define an algebra Aq that is freely generated by the triplet {/, a, o+}, the difference

here is that the law from which the algebra is defined, is a "q-mutator" instead of a commutator:

[a,a+]g = aa+ — qa+a = A'g

[a, Ag]g = aAg - qAga = A'ga (8)

[a+, Ag]q = a+Ag - qAga
+ = -a+A'g

where Aq = a+a and q a generic complex parameter.

By analogy with A, A'g is interpreted as a q-derivative of A9.

In order to recover the known q-deformed oscillators, well established in the literature, we

have to proceed in a special manner. The goal is actually to overcome the problems arising from

the technical difficulties related to the classification of the deformed oscillator algebras. Our

purpose led us to consider the action of the algebra (9) on the Fock space:

a\n > =

a+\n> =

Aq\n > = [pn)q \n > (9)

&'q\n > = {\pn+l]g ~ q[pn]g) \n >

Aq and its derivatives are diagonal operators depending on the number operator JV.

The original case is ensured by taking q going to 1 and replacing [pn]g by 6n, one recovers

the algebra A in (1). We notice that the cases ii) and Hi) can be obtained directly from the



algebra Aq by taking pn = n, and using the convenient "box" function [ ]q. What makes Aq

more interesting than A is that these special cases can be obtained directly from the algebra;

i.e. without having to consider its realization in a Fock space, (in contrast to the algebra A

where we can't obtain these special cases without considering this realization); and this is very

important from a mathematical point of view.

The physical meaning of these type of algebras is related to the description of intermediate

statistics. In this work, we try to introduce a consistent method allowing the construction of any

known oscillator algebra by simply getting it from Aq in (8). In this way we recover, especially,

the algebra A in (1) by taking q equal to 1.

2.3 Q-oscillator algebra

We have proved in a previous work [Mansour (1999)] that the algebra (6) is the most general one

within those encountered in our works [Daoud (1998), Daoud (1997), El Hassouni (1996)]. For

this reason we try to perform a passage from Aq to (6) by means of a change of operators. Firstly

we recall that the algebra (6) is generated by {A, A+, N} obeying the Q-mutation relations:

[A, A+]Q = AA+ - QA+A = Q~N (10)

In [Mansour (1999)], it has been proved that (6) generalizes many q-deformed oscillator

algebras and also shown that it gives interesting properties for Q going to a root of unity. In

particular, quantum algebras and superalgebras were constructed out from it.

Now we investigate the way leading to the algebraic relations (10) from (8). This can be

done by involving an operator F in the change of operators as follows:

A = Fa

A+ = aa+F (11)

a being an arbitrary complex number. Notice that in the case of deformation the operation

" + " is not necessary the complex conjugation of generators but just becomes so for Q — 1.

We impose, in order to be able to obtain the algebra (10), on F to be diagonal and to satisfy

On the Fock basis, F acts as follows:

F\n >= fn\n > (12)

It is easy to check that fn is subject to the following constraint:

— fn \/[pn+l]a (13)

where we have used the action of the generators in (10) on a Fock space basis:

A\n > — \ [n)o\n - 1 >



A+\n> = <J[n + l]Q\n+l > (14)

In terms of operators, F can be written as:

2 1 (15)

but we require that the operator p/v must be invertible.

To conclude this paragraph, we notice that the aim of this study is to show that it is possible

to classify the deformations of the oscillator algebras if we define correctly the statistics we are

interested in. On the pure mathematical background, work is under progres and we will show

in a forthcoming paper that the inherent mathematical properties are well established. It will

be shown that it is indeed possible to get a consistent unification of the deformed oscillator

algebras. It will become clear that given a consistent statistics we will find systematically the

corresponding C.S.

3 Coherent States

3.1 Definition

In this section we are going to construct C.S for the harmonic oscillator (10), by deducing them

from the ones related to the algebra Aq in (8). The states constructed are "coherent" in the sense

of Klauder [Klauder (1963)]. In this definition C.S are vectors in some Hilbert space satisfying

the following properties:

a. Normalisability:

< z\z >= 1 (16)

b. Continuity in the label z:

if | z - z ' i 2 - ) - 0 then \\z > -\z' > |2 -> 0 (17)

c. Resolution of unity:

There must exist a positive weight function W such that:

Sz\z > W{\z\2) <z\ = I

= ^2\nXn\ (18)
n>0

where z = a + ip and d2z = dadp.



3.2 Construction

We begin by trying to construct C.S for the algebra Aq. A trivial way to get eigenstates of the

annihilation operator a, that are going to be good candidates as coherent states in the sense

mentioned above is:

n>0 \J[pn)J

where the factorial function is defined by:

[Pn)q\ = [Pn}q[Pn-l}q-..[Pl]q (20)

and

[Po]ql = 1

A straightforward calculation shows that indeed (19) are eigenstates of the annihilation

operator:

a\\q,z >=z\\q,z > (21)

we rewrite these states in the following useful forms:

n>o L r" Jr
= expq{za+)\0 > (22)

where we have introduced the deformed exponential function through:

expq(x) = ^2 -—p- (23)

At this level it will be convenient to make few restrictions on some of the entities we are

dealing with. In fact, we shall impose the following condition on the function[pn] :

[Pn]q = [Pn)q

where the bar means complex conjugation.

This is indeed the case for the case we are considering in this paper i.e (10) for \q\ = 1 .

This choice will be motivated in what follows.

Now, let's check if these states do satisfy relations a), b) and c), and hence are C.S [Klauder (2000)].

a) The states \\q,z > (as any vector in a Hilbert space) are normalisable. Indeed we have:

<q,z\\q,z> =
n>0 lrniQ'

= expq(\z\2) (24)



The normalized states are then given by:

\q,z> = M(\z\2)\\q,z>

\z\2

Y)\k,z> (25)

— expq(-—-)expq(za+)\O

The overlap term of two such states is given by:

<q,z\q,z'> =
n>0 irnlq-

z\2 \z'\2

—)expq{ —)expq(zz') (26)

As is clear from what precedes, we wouldn't be able to write the formulas in (24,25,26)

in such an aesthetic form, without the condition imposed on [pn]q- However, we can obtain

analoguos formulas for a generic [pnL, but we will lose this resemblance to the conventional

case; i.e the bosonic CS .

In particular for (24) we would get:

l , | 2 r a

n > 0

so we couldn't involve the deformed exponential function!

b) The continuity of the states \q, z > is deduced from the continuity of the overlap term

(26) by remarking that:

\\q,z> -\q,z > |2 = 2(1 - Re < q,z\q,z' >) (27)

c) What is relatively complicated is the third condition; the resolution of unity. In fact we

must find the weight function W(|.z|2) such that (18) holds:

Using (25) in (18) we obtain:

/ d2z £ ^ = = - 7 = = ^ 2 ( | z | 2 ) | n > < m | ^ ( H 2 ) = J (28)
J J nm>0 A/lPnJ! ^{pm\\n,m>0

Using d2z = dad/3 = rdrdO , where z = a + i/3 = re20, (28) is rewritten as:

i roo I-2-K ~i

/ rdrrn+mN2{r2)W{r2) / dO eie^-m)\n >< m\\ = I (29)

which implies: ^— frdrr2nAf2{r2)W{r2)\n >< n\\ = I (30)
on\q\ J J

Using the change of variable x — r2 it becomes:

dxxn N2(x)W{x)\\n><n\ = 1 (31)



This equation, together with the unity equality ^ \n > < n\ implies the following condition on
n>0

W(x):

f dx xn M2{x)W{x) = ! ^ (32)
J IT

or also;

fdxxnW{x) = ̂ - (33)
J TT

here we put:

W{x)=Af2(x)W{x) (34)

equation (33) is the well known power-moment problem [Akhiezer (1965)]. As stated in

[Klauder (2000)], this equation don't have solutions for a general function in the r.h.s. here [pn]q-

Indeed for such solutions to exist this function have to satisfy some conditions [Akhiezer (1965),

Klauder (2000)]. However in practice it is hard to prove that a given function do satisfy such

conditions4.

To overcome this difficulties, some physicists get the ingenious idea of attacking the problem

from another angle. Namely they look for adequate, known solutions for the moment problem

(33); i.e for (/>nL's for which (33) have known solutions. Then using the same reasoning; but in

the opposite way this time; they construct the deformed algebra (deformed bosons) for which

the C.S 's resolution of unity would have led to (33), with the correspending [pn]q- For more

details (nothing like the original!) [Klauder (2000)].

It is worth to mention that many important papers adopting this point of view appeared

during the last 2 years [Klauder (2000), Penson (1999), Sixdeniers (1999), Sixdeniers (2000)].

However we are not going to use this approach, simply because it won't provide us with the

desired C.S.

As mentioned above no solutions exists for a genric [pn]q, therefore no C.S exists; at least in

the form (25) and in the sense of Klauder; for the corresponding deformed bosons. However for

[AIL ' S for which (33) have solutions the states (25) are coherent!

In particular for [pn]q = n(i.e ordinary bosons) the solution of (33) is:

W(x) = (35)
7T

with J\f = e 2 we get W(x) = - .

The resolution of unity is:

1
- / d2z \z >< z\ = 22 \n >< n| = 1 (36)

n>0

4 We would have encountered the same problem if we tried to construct C.S related to A since the construction
would have been the same, all we would have to do is to change [pn]q by Sn, but even then we can't tell if (33)
have solutions or not, sine 5n still general!



where

\z\2

= exp(—— )exp(za+)\O

_ (37)

are the conventional bosonic C.S.
1 — qn

For [pn]q = ! with q a real parameter; the corresponding solution of (33) and the

corresponding C.S were constructed in [Kar (1996)]:

For the case we are considering in this paper:

It is evident that this function do satisfy condition [pn]q = [pn]q when q is a phase.

We shall find the corresponding function W(x) satisfying (33). For this, we make use of the

Fourrier transforms. We proceed as follows:
,(iy)n

n\
We multiply both sides of (33) by (—77—)> then summing over n yields:

[PnU(iy)n

Jo

0 0

dx eiyx W(x) = V irn^^' = W(y) (38)
0 n=0

To proceed further it is clear that the series in the r.h.s has to converge. This is the case

when the deformation parameter q is a phase. Thus in this case we can get the inverse Fourrier

transform of W(y):

W(x) = -L f e-iyxW(y)dy (39)

which yields for W(x)
Af~2(

W(x) = J—±ZL / e'iyxW{y)dy (40)
AIT J

and the resolution of unity then is:

<fiz\q,z>W{\z\2)<q,z\=I (41)

where \q,z > are given in (21) and W is given in (40).

We have thus demonstrated that the states (21) are actually C.S. of the deformed harmonic

oscillator given in (10) when the parameter of deformation is a phase.

The next step is rather trivial. In fact, using the resolution of unity (41), we can write any

state \ip > in the Hilbert space, in terms of the C.S. (21)5:

\i/> >= f d2z W{\z\2) M{\z\2) ip(z)\q, z > (42)

where

(43)
/ F HI

n>0

°of course for [pn]q =
 ? _ ?_l and q a phase

10



This establishes a one to one correspendence between vectors {\ip >} of the Hilbert space and

the analytical functions ip{z) on the complex plane. This also states the overcompletness of the

C.S. (21) [Perelomov (1986)]. In fact when \ip > is a C.S. \q,z' >, (42) can be written as:

\q,z' >= J d2z W{\z\2) M{\z\2) M{\z'\2) expq{zz')\q,z > (44)

which shows the linear dependence between the C.S (25), and hence their overcompletness.

Moreover we have:

HV'H2 =< V# >= Jd2z W(\z\2) exPq(-\z\2) | ^ ) | 2 (45)

and

and

ihfe >= fd2z W{\z\2) exPq(-\z\2) $x{z)ih{z) (46)

= Jd2z' W{\z!\2) exPq(-\z'\2) exPq(zz') ^{z') (47)

We have thus defined a Bargmann-Fock space (space of entire analytical functions on the

complex plane) for our q-oscillator (10), in analogy to the Bargmann-Fock space for the conven-

tionnal harmonic oscillator:

In this space the scalar product is given by (46), in which we recongnize the measure in
d2z

this space as being d2 zW {\z\2)expn(—\z\2) instead of exp(—\z\2) for the bosonic harmonic
7T

oscillator. Moreover, in this space, the role of the delta function d(z, z') is played by expq(zz') as

clearly seen from (47) (in the conventionnal Bargmann-Fock space this role is played by exp(zz').

4 Addendum

In this paragraph we give some explanations and remarks on some of the entities introduced

and used in this paper without which the use of these entities will be a non-sens.

• The deformed exponential function introduced in (23) is strongly convergent for the case

we are considering (6,7), and its convergence radius is oo. This reflects its self in the

fact that the C.S constructed are defined on the whole complex plane, this in contrast to

[Arik (1976)] where the C.S were defined on a disk: \z\ < some Rq.

• The imposed condition [pn]q — [Pn]q, is essentialy for aesthetic reasons, and the construc-

tion could be carried out without this requirement.

• The term expq(—t) appearing in this paper (such as in eq(25,26) or implicitely in eq(27)),

in no way means deformed exponential function of (•—£). This is a (may be missleading)

notation we have used to keep the analogy with the classical case, and it stays for l/expq(t),

which for the case we consider here is different from expq(—t).

11



The same remark as above stands for expq(t/2), this means f expg(t)

The last two remarks are due to a drastical difference between the deformed function used

here and the usual exponentiel function, namely:

expq{x)expq{y) ^ expq{x + y)

5 Conclusion

The algebra Aq discussed in this paper generalizes, to some extent, many deformed harmonic

oscillator algebras. Thus one can get C.S asociated to these deformed algebras, as the corre-

sponding particular cases of the C.S associated to the algebra Aq. Still that there's no method

for constructing such C.S. A tentative was made in this paper but due to technical problems,

such a construction couldn't be carried out to the end; we had to specify which particular algebra

of Aq we are interested in; when such a choice was made the construction was possible.

Many perspectives opens up for this work, one should try to study the deformed algebra Aq,

introduced in this paper, its algebraic structure, its representations... One can also try to use

the same approach used in this wok for the construction of C.S. for other particular algebras of

Aq.

Concerning the particular algebra (10) discussed in this paper it will be interesting to anal-

yse the drastical difference between the two cases \Q\ = 1 and a generic Q. It will be also

interesting to try to extract complet subsystems of the C.S (21) in the spirit of what was done

in [Perelomov (1996)].
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